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Working	  in	  the	  travel	  industry	  
	  
For the last eight years, I have been traveling to Cancun, Mexico twice a year to visit local friends.  

During this time, I have developed a passion for travel and culture.  I tried to find a major that fit 

what I wanted for my future career, but it wasn’t until I took a course in public relations that I felt I 

found my calling in life.   

 

Public relations is defined as the art, or science, of establishing associations between an organization 

and its key followers.  In the words of the Public Relations Society of America, “Public relations helps 

an organization and its public embrace each other”.  After doing extensive research, I have found that 

there is a remarkable market for public relations in the travel and tourism industry.  From working at 

resorts in the tropics to working on cruise lines around the world, there are many options to choose 

from.  I hope to specialize in travel and lifestyle and focus on everything about the travel industry, 

leisure, corporate and the media.   

 

 

Travel	  &	  Tourism	  Blogs	  

	  

The majority of the blogs that I read about travel and tourism PR were written by either a media 

relation’s specialist working for a firm or by travel marketing companies trying to establish their 

business and clientele.  I was slightly disappointed that there wasn’t a more diverse group of 

 
 
 
 



	  

 

bloggers on this topic, but I was excited to find all of the different career options within this industry.  

One of the first blogs that I came across on my topic gave a detailed description of what was expected 

in this field of PR and its role and importance.  (“Anglerspath.com”). 

 

According to the blog, travel-marketing companies are now considered to be one of the most 

upcoming and competitive industries.  Travel marketing and PR have a very important and 

significant role to play because a properly planned PR campaign can have a positive impact on the 

property it’s representing.  The job tasks described on the blog includes designing and implementing 

trade shows, tourism fairs, exhibitions, and conference and meetings.   These tasks are said to also 

create a constructive impact among tour operators and travel agents. 

 

When researching the blogs, I found another wonderful example of PR in the travel industry.  At a 

company called “Knack Marketing”, they work on setting up international vacations with an 

emphasis on trips to India. (“Knackmarketing.com”) They work by establishing a connection with 

clients and promoting their destination in a way that gives the client both confidence in the service 

they’re receiving and a sense of security.  On their website, they give details about their destinations 

and what they can do for their clients. 

 

They use PR, event management, web marketing, media buying, direct mail and more to reach out to 

potential clients.   I liked how this blog talked about the fine-tuning needed when identifying the 

right media to use when organizing and executing a campaign.  With the rise of social media, I feel 

like it’s important to be adaptable with this career.   



	  

 

 

In a blog called “A Day in the Life of Tourism Public Relations” on the PRSSA blog, it follows the life 

of Kristin Heggli.  Kristin works as the public relations and communications manager for Hotel 

Valley Hotel in Scottsdale, Arizona.  She talks about her job tasks and daily activities.  Some of these 

tasks include coordinating writer visits, handling photo and video shoots and using social media 

sites. 

 

When coordinating writer visits, Kristin always provides a press kit, assists them with planning daily 

activities, takes them on tours of the hotel grounds and even joins them for a meal.  Kristin says, “It’s 

my job to ensure they have a pleasant stay and become educated about the property”. 

 

When handling video and photo shoots, Kristin coordinates the shoots and arranges them for trades 

with local photographers to increase their library of lifestyle photography.  She said that they usually 

have on-site shooting or filming, but wanted to maintain a balance between shoot activity and guest 

satisfaction.  They want to ensure that the crews shooting get their footage while, at the same time, 

keeping the guest happy. 

 

Kristin utilizes the rise of social media by uploading videos to share on their YouTube page, website 

and social media pages.  These images are used by the hotel for print advertisements and in media 

coverage.  Kristin says that the best part of her job is spreading the word about a place she loves and 

working for a business that’s locally and independently owned.   

 



	  

 

 

 

 

My	  Focus	  on	  Travel	  &	  Tourism	  Public	  Relations	  

	  

In my future career, I hope to work in the travel and tourism industry in the Caribbean.  I have been 

blessed with the opportunity to travel many places and have yet to find anywhere else in the world 

as beautiful or as culturally diverse.  I believe that my experience of actually living in Cancun will 

give me a lot more insight to the market than someone else that hasn’t spent a lot of time in the area.   

 

In my blog, “Goodbye, Concrete Jungles”, I included a Bob Marley quote that says, “Live the life you 

love, love the life you live”.  I feel that this quote perfectly describes what I want out of this career.  

While writing this blog, I want to focus on the different public relations opportunities there are in the 

Caribbean.  What makes my blog unique is that I have friends that actually work in public relations at 

some of the resorts in Cancun and they have agreed to give me first-hand accounts of their job duties 

and expectations.   

 

A quality that makes my career focus unique is my six-month internship at the Riu Caribe in Cancun.  

Although my internship doesn’t begin until January 2012, I will gain six months of experience 

working as a media relations specialist and concierge.  I was offered this internship by a friend of 

mine working in the Riu.  I believe that this experience will give me a unique edge over my future 

competition in this industry.   
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